Sensitive electrochemiluminescence detection of c-Myc mRNA in breast cancer cells on a wireless bipolar electrode.
We report an ultrasensitive wireless electrochemiluminescence (ECL) protocol for the detection of a nucleic acid target in tumor cells on an indium tin oxide bipolar electrode (BPE) in a poly(dimethylsiloxane) microchannel. The approach is based on the modification of the anodic pole of the BPE with antisense DNA as the recognition element, Ru(bpy)(3)(2+)-conjugated silica nanoparticles (RuSi@Ru(bpy)(3)(2+)) as the signal amplification tag, and reporter DNA as a reference standard. It employs the hybridization-induced changes of RuSi@Ru(bpy)(3)(2+) ECL efficiency for the specific detection of reporter DNA released from tumor cells. Prior to ECL detection, tumor cells are transfected with CdSe@ZnS quantum dot (QD)-antisense DNA/reporter DNA conjugates. Upon the selective binding of antisense DNA probes to intracellular target mRNA, reporter DNA will be released from the QDs, which indicates the amount of the target mRNA. The proof of concept is demonstrated using a proto-oncogene c-Myc mRNA in MCF-7 cells (breast cancer cell line) as a model target. The wireless ECL biosensor exhibited excellent ECL signals which showed a good linear range over 2 × 10(-16) to 1 × 10(-11) M toward the reporter DNA detection and could accurately quantify c-Myc mRNA copy numbers in living cells. C-Myc mRNA in each MCF-7 cell and LO2 cell was estimated to be 2203 and 13 copies, respectively. This wireless ECL strategy provides great promise in a miniaturized device and may facilitate the achievement of point of care testing.